
Nucleus
Seating

®

Make your space work®



Beauty and brains? Nucleus—task seating driven by 

exceptional engineering and smart support—checks all the 

boxes. Combining a modern aesthetic with meticulously 

researched ergonomic capabilities, this powerhouse 

performer puts science into seating. With a suspended 

contoured seat, responsive 4-way stretch mesh back, and 

thoughtful pressure mapping, Nucleus has done its research 

when it comes to all-day comfort and agility.

Comfort
from the
inside out.
Science, Meet Sophistication

Shown with Empower® workstations.

SCAN TO 
CHECK OUT 

NUCLEUS ON 
HON.COM
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Shown with 10500 Series™ desks, Workwall, and Build™ Makerspace table. 

SEAT CONSTRUCTION

Inside the Nucleus seat, suspended 
knit fibers are stretched over a 
contoured metal wire frame with a 
light foam molded over top. Once 
upholstered, this ultra-slim seat 
provides lasting, supportive comfort. Nucleus Seat

PRESSURE MAPPING

When you sit in a Nucleus 
chair, the seat distributes your 
weight evenly, minimizing 
pressure points (red zones) 
for improved circulation and 
reduced muscle fatigue. Standard Seat with Pad

Nucleus isn’t your average, run-of-the-mill task chair. With a seat intentionally designed to operate like a hammock, you 

won’t find yourself bottoming out unexpectedly throughout the day. The seat foam is molded over a mesh-covered 

frame, ensuring a responsive sit with comprehensive weight distribution. And with a contemporary back and arm design—

plus adjustable lumbar available in variety of vibrant Colorwav™ hues—Nucleus is an aesthetic genius, too.

Intelligent by Design
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Shown with Voi® desk and credenzas. 

Get focused with the task chair. Stay flexible with pivot-back 

guest chairs. Reach new heights of collaboration with task 

stools. Whatever you need, Nucleus has you covered. Making 

work life a little better, every day.

Better Solutions, Better Work
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For more information, visit hon.com/nucleusSee HON Pricer for complete product information.

Marcus Koepke
Designer of the Nucleus Seat

Wolfgang Deisig & Nils Köhn
Designer of the Nucleus Back and Arms

The HON Company
Muscatine, IA 52761
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Make your space work®

Height- and  
Width-Adjustable

All-Adjustable 
(includes pivot)

Fixed

Synchro-Tilt with  
Seat Slider

Standard —   
Designer White, 
Titanium, or Black 

Advanced  
Synchro-Tilt

Polished AluminumWeight-Activated  
with Seat Slider

Arms

Seat Controls Bases

Adjustable Lumbar

Moves up and down  
to increase lower  
back comfort.

Bullseye Iris RegattaKryptonEmberBlackTitanium

Adjustable Lumbar

Designer 
White

BrownstoneBlack Fog Charcoal Regatta

4-Way Stretch Mesh

Titanium Breeze

BlackTitanium

Frames/Arms/Bases

Designer 
White

BlackTitanium

Casters

Polished 
Aluminum Fixed


